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Patients who have taken Valsartan, Losartan, or Irebsartan, and have been
diagnosed with cancer as a result, should read on to learn more about how they
can hold the drug makers accountable.
Valsartan, Losartan, and Irbesartan products have all been recalled due to possible
nitrosamine contamination. Nitrosamines can cause tumors in the liver and other
organs in lab animals and are thought to be carcinogenic in humans as well. It is
believed that these blood pressure drugs were tainted during awed
manufacturing processes. The U.S. Food and Drug Administration stated that
these contaminants “are of special concern to global regulators because, unlike
most impurities in drugs, they have the potential to cause harm at very low levels.”

Everything you need to
know about Class Actions
(/faq/class-actions/)
SEE OUR FAQS (/FAQ/CLASS-ACTIONS/)

The recalls began in July when the FDA found that some Valsartan products
contained a potentially cancer-causing chemical. European regulators had already
made the same discovery. The substance can form during manufacturing if the
chemical reactions used to make the drug are not carefully controlled and

RELATED ARTICLES

monitored, the FDA said.
Losartan and Valsartan are both made by Chinese manufacturer Zhejiang Huahai
Pharmaceuticals, while Irbesartan is made by Indian pharmaceutical manufacturer
Autobindo. These recalls are a product of greater FDA scrutiny of foreign drug
imports, but FDA warnings alone will not ensure safe medications. In a culture
where the pro t motive exists, drug companies must be held accountable to
cutting corners and sacri cing consumer safety.

Valsartan Cancer Lawsuits Filed Over These Possible Side
E ects
In addition to cancer, sources say these drugs carry the risk of:
kidney failure,
liver failure,
a lowered white blood cell count, and
angioedema, the swelling of certain tissues in the body.

Do You Have Any of These
Harmful Products at Home?
Companies have a responsibility to
produce products that are proven safe
for consumers to use and guaranteed
to work as advertised. When
companies are negligent in this
responsibility, consumers have...
(/blog/do-you-have-any-of-theseharmful-products-at-home/)

Attorney John Yanchunis
Appointed to Plaintiffs’ Steering
Committee for Equifax Data
Breach Case
We are proud to announce that
Morgan & Morgan Complex Litigation
Group attorney John A. Yanchunis was
appointed to the Consumer Plaintiffs’
Steering Committee for the Equifax,
Inc. Customer Data...
(/blog/yanchunis-equifax-plaintiffssteering-committee/)
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Even Know It

taken by pregnant women for this reason. (Consult your physician for more
information.)

877 667 4265



(TEL:18776674265)

“To see what is in front of one’s nose
needs a constant struggle.” Although
author George Orwell’s famous quote
refers to something else entirely, the
Nineteen Eighty-Four author might
as...

What Do Valsartan Cancer Lawsuits Allege?
Patients who were prescribed Valsartan, Losartan, or Irbesartan claim that drug

(/blog/mandatory-arbitration/)

manufacturers willfully disregarded required safety procedures at the plant where
contamination occurred. The contaminant was undiscovered for years until

SEE MORE RELATED ARTICLES (/BLOG/)

revealed by random testing.

Who Can File a Valsartan Losartan, or Irebesartan Lawsuit?
Anyone who has taken Valsartan, Losartan, or Irebsartan as prescribed by their
doctor and has since been diagnosed with cancer might be eligible to pursue
compensation from Valsartan, Losartan, or Irbesartan manufacturers. A lawsuit
verdict or settlement may provide compensation for nancial and non- nancial
losses caused by taking these products.

What Can I Get in Valsartan Lawsuit?
Patients who le a lawsuit could potentially get the following if the case is resolved
successfully:
Compensation for pain and su ering
Compensation for medical bills
Lost wages and other nancial losses
Funeral expenses in the event of a loved one’s death

Why Do I Need a Lawyer?
While it is possible for individuals whom these products might have injured to go it
alone without knowledgeable representation, those who do so run the risk of
receiving an unfair settlement — if they get anything at all. Because drug makers
have large amounts of money to spend on lawyers, going up against them as an
individual can be intimidating and di cult. With an experienced attorney and a law
rm with massive resources on your side, you can have the best chance to stand
up to these large companies and optimize your chances of being fully
compensated.

How Morgan & Morgan Might Help You
If you or a loved one has received such a diagnosis after taking Valsartan,
Losartan, or Irbesartan, contact us for a free, no-risk case evaluation. Our lawyers
have recovered billions for clients in lawsuits and might be able to help you pursue
compensation for the harm you and your loved ones have su ered.
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5 Facts About Stripper Minimum Pay Wage Laws
(/blog/stripper-pay-wage-laws/)

How long do I have to file a claim?
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Jury Awards $3.7 Million To Young Woman Injured In 2015
Car Crash (/jury-awards-young-woman-injured-in-2015-carcrash/)
Are Delivery Drivers Exempt From Overtime? The Rules
Explained. (/blog/delivery-driver-overtime-rules/)
Read more (/blog/)

How much does hiring a lawyer cost?
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How much is my case worth?
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